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Abstract

Jeong Dojeon, also known as the principal architect of the Joseon dynasty, published three texts since the founding of

Joseon in 1392: Joseon gyeongguk jeon (1394), Gyeongje mungam (1395), Gyeongje mungam byeoljip (1397). These

three texts are considered as the blueprint of the Joseon Dynasty. In the process of writing his texts, Jeong Dojeon

referred to the scriptures of classical Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism as well as various texts published during

the Yuan Dynasty. However, he was not explicit about his use of Yuan references and highlighted the political model

of Zhouli (周禮) instead. As a Neo-Confucian scholar, Jeong Dojeon disregarded the Yuan as barbarians, but,

nevertheless, he consulted the heritage of Yuan while designing the institutional structures of the new dynasty,

because Yuan had reigned as the conqueror of the East Asian region for more than a century and accumulated

political experiences. With this into consideration, this talk will highlight the characteristics of the three works,

classify them into government, ministerial affairs, and rulership, and illuminate them from the perspective of “a

guidebook for the founding monarch”.
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